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If a thyristor switch is connected between ac supply and load, the power flow can be
controlled by varying the rms value of ac voltage applied to the load; and this type of power
circuit is known as a voltagecontroller. The most common applicationsof ac voltage controllers
are: Industrial heating, on load transformer tap changing, light controls, speed control of
polyphase isinduction motors and ac magnetcontrolsfor power transfer, two types of controlare
normally used:
1. On-off control
2 Phase-angle control
In on- off control, thyristor switchesconnect the load to the ac source for a few cycles of
input voltage and then disconnect it for another few cycles. In phase control, thyristor switches
connect the load to the ac Source for a portion of each cycle of input voltage.
The ac voltage controllers can be classified into two types: (1) single-phase controllers and
(2) three phase controllers. Each type can be subdivided into (a) unidirectional or half wave
control and (b) bidirectional or full wave control


Principle of ON-OFF Control: -

Fig 1: On- Off Control
The principle of on-off control can be explained with a single-phase full-wavecontroller
as shown in fig 1(a). The thyristorswitch connects the ac supply to load fora time tn; the switch is
turned off by a gate pulse inhibiting for time to. The on-time tn,usually consist ofintegralnumber
of cycles. The thyristors are turned on at the zero voltage crossing of ac input voltage. The gate
pulses for thyristorsT1& T2 and the waveforms for input and output voltages are shown in fig. 1
(b).
This type of control is applied in application switch have a high mechanical inertia &
highthermal time constant (eg industrial heating and speed control of motors). Due to zerovoltage and zero-current switching ofthyristors, the harmonics generated by switchingactions are
reduced.
For a sinusoidal input voltage = Vm sin wt = √2 Vs sin wt. If the input
voltage is connected to load for n cyclesand is disconnected for m cycles, the rms
output (or load) voltage can be foundfrom

Where k = n/ (m+n) and K is called theduty cycle. Vs is the rms phase voltage. (The circuit
configurations for on-off controlare similar to those of phase control andthe performance
analysis is also similar):
1. The power factor and output voltage vary with the square root of the dutycycle. (The power
factor is poor at the lowvalue of the duly cycle k and is shown in fig 1 (c))
2. If T is the period of the inputvoltage, (m+n) T is theperiod of on-off control [(m+n)
Tshould be less than the mechanicalor thermal time constant of the load and
is usually less than1 sec.The sum of m and n is generally around 100].
3. The power factor will be dependenton the load impedance.



Single-Phase BidirectionalController withResistive Loads:-

(a) Circuit

(b) Waveforms

Fig. 1: Single Phase Full Wave Controller

The problem of dc input current canbe prevented by using bidirectional (or full-wave)control and
asingle-phase full-ware controllerwith a resistive load is shown in fig 1(a).During the positive
half-cycle of input voltage, the power flow is controlled by varying thedelay angle of thyristor T 1
and thyristor T2controls the power flow during the negative half -cycle of input voltage. The
firing pulsesof T1 and T2 are kept 180° apart. The waveforms for the input voltage, output
voltage and gating signals for T1, and T2 are shown in fig 1 (b).
If Vs = √2 Vs sin wt is the input voltage and the delay angles of thyristors T1 and thyristor T2 are
equal α1= α2= α), the rms output voltage can be found from,

By varying α from 0 to π, Vo can be varied from Vs to 0.
In fig 1 (a), the gating circuits forthyristors T1 and T2must be isolated. It ispossible to have a
common cathode for T1 and T2by adding two diodes as shown infig 2.

Fig2 Single-Phase Full-Wave Controller withCommon Cathode
The thyristor T1 and diode D1 conduct togetherduring the positive half-cycle and thyristor T2and
diode D₂ conduct during the negativehalf- cycle. Since this circuit can have acommon terminal
for gating signals of T1and T2, only one isolation circuit is required but at the expense of two
power diodes.
Due to two power diodes conducting at thesame time, the conduction losses of deviceswould
increase and efficiency would bereduced.

(A single-phase full-wave controllers can also be implemented with one thyristor and four diodes
as shown in fig 3 (a))

Fig. 3(a): Circuit



Single-Phase Bidirectional Controller with Inductive Load:-

Fig. 1: Single-Phase Full-Wave Controllers with RL Load
The single-phase full-wave controllers with resistive and inductive (RL) load isshown in fig 1
(a). Let us assume that thyristor T1is fired during the positive half-cycle and carries the load
current. Due toinductance in the circuit, the current ofthyristor T1 would not fall to zero at wt =
π, when the input voltage starts to be negative. The thyristor T1will continue to conduct until its
current i1 falls to zero wt = β. The conduction angle of thyristor T1is ծ =ß- α
and depends on the delay angle & and thepower factor angle of load (1). The wave formsfor the
thyristor current, gating pulses and input voltage are shown in fig 1(b).
If Vs = √2 Vs sin wt is the instantaneousinput voltage and the delay angle of
thyristor T1is α , thyristor current li can be foundfrom
L di / dt + 4 Ri1 = √2 Vs sin wt----------------------- (1)
The solution of eq. (1) is of the form
i1= √2 Vs / Z sin (wt - ɵ) + A1 e –(R/L) t----------------------(2)
Where load impedance Z = [R²+ (WL)2]1/2 and the
Loadangleɵ= tan-1 (WL/R).
The constant A1can be determinedfrom the initial condition: at wt = α,i1= 0.

from eq. (2) A1is found as

A1 =√2 Vs / Z sin (α - ɵ) e(R/L) (α / w)--------------------------- (3)
Substitution of A1 from eq. (3) in eq. (2) yields

i1 = √2Vs/ Z[sin (wt - ɵ) - sin (α - ɵ) e(R/L) (α / w-t)] --------------- (4)
The angle β, when currenti1 falls to zero and thyristor T1is turned off, can be found from the
condition i1 (wt = ß) = 0 in eq. (4) ad is given by the relation
sin(β - ɵ) = sin ((α - ɵ) e(R/L) (α – β) / w)------------------------ (5)
The angle ß, which is also known as extinction (cut-off) angle, can be determinedfrom equation.
Once ß is known, conduction angle ծ of thyristor T1, can be found from
ծ = ß– α-------------------------------- (6)
The rms output voltage

The rms thyristor current can be found from equation (4) as,

and the rms output current can then bedetermined by combining the rms currenteach thyristor as
Io = (12R+ 12R)1 / 2 = √21R ------------------- (9)
The average value of thyristor current can also be found from eq. (4) as

The gating signals of thyristors could be short pulses far a controller with
resistive loads. However, such short pulses are not suitable for inductive loads. This can be
explained with reference to fig 1(b). When thyristor T2 is fired at wt= π + α , thyristor T1 is still
conducting due to load inductance, By the time the current of thyristor T1falls to zero and T1is
turned off at wt = ß=α + ծ , the gate pulse of thyristor T2has already ceased and consequently, T2
will not beturned on. As a result, only thyristor T1will operate, causing asymmetrical waveforms
of output voltage and current. This difficulty can be resolved by using continuous gate signals
with a duration of (π - α) as shown in fig 1 (c). As soon as the current of T1 falls to zero, thyristor
T2 would be turned on. However a continuous gate pulse increases the switching loss of
thyristors& requires a larger isolating transformer for the gating circuit. In practice, a train of
pulses with short durations as shown in fig. 1(d) are normally used to overcome these problems.
Eq. (4) indicates that the load voltage (and current) will be sinusoidal if the delay
angle α is less than the load angleɵ. Ifα is greater thanɵ, the load current would be discontinuous
and non-sinusoidal.



Applications of Powers Electronics:-



Switched Mode Power Supply(SMPS):-

For integrated and digitalelectronic circuits a light weight and compact switched mode
powersupply is used.(This power supply became popular of presentlyannual production of
SMPSs, may be ashigh 70 to 80% of the total numberpower supplies produced.)
As SMPS is based on the chopperprinciple. The output de voltage is controlled by varying the
duty cycle of chopper by pulse-width modulation or frequency modulation techniques. The
circuitconfigurations used for SMPS can beclassified into four broad categories namely flyback,
push-pull, half-bridge & full-bridge.
(The flyback converter offers simpleSMPS and is useful for applications below
500 W. The Push-pull SMPS configurationis suitable for low-voltage applicationsonly.)
1. Half-bridge Converter:-

The circuit for half bridge SMPS configuration is shown in fig. 1 below. It consists of an
uncontrolled rectifier, two capacitors C1 and C₂, two power MOSFETs, M1and M2, one
transformer with mid-tap on the secondary side, two diodes D1and D2 and filter
components L and C.

Fig1: Half-bridge SMPS
The two capacitors C1 and C₂ have equalcapacitance, therefore voltage across each of the two is
Vs / 2. When M1 is turned on, voltage of C1appears across transformer primary i.e. V1 = Vs / 2
and thevoltage induced insecondary is V2 = (Vs / 2) (N2 / N1) and diode D1getsforward biased.
When M₂ is turned on, a reverse voltage of Vs / 2 appears across transformer primary fromC₂ i.e.
V1= - Vs / 2 and voltage induced in secondary winding is V2= - (Vs / 2) (N2 / N1), therefore
diode D2 gets forward biased. This means that transformer primary voltage swings from - Vs / 2
to + Vs / 2.
Average output voltage however is
Vo = (Vs / 2) (N2 / N1) = 0.5 a Vs ------------------- (1)
Where a = N2 / N1, ----------------transformer turns ratio from secondary to primary.
When M1is off, open circuit voltage acrossM1terminals is Voc = Vs. When M2 is off, as
before Voc = Vs. For high voltage dc applications, half bridge converter is, therefore preferred
over push-pull converters.

2. Full-bridge Converter :-

Fig.2:- Full Bridge SMPS
The circuit arrangement for full-bridge SMPS is shown in fig. 2.It consists of an uncontrolled
rectifier, four power MOSFETs transformer with mid-tap secondary, two diodes and LC filter
circuit. The function of control circuit is to sense the output load voltage and to decide about the
duty ratio of MOSFETs.
When power MOSFETs M1and M2 are turned on together, voltage Vs appears
across transformer primary i.e. V1 = Vs and secondary voltageV2= Vs (N2 / N1) = a. Vs. Diode
D1 gets forward biased and Vo = a.Vs. When M3 and M4 are turned on together, the primary
voltage is reversed i.e. V1 = -Vs and V2 = - Vs (N2 / N1) = - a. Vs .Therefore diode D2 now
begins to conduct and the output voltage is again Vo = a. Vs.
The open circuit voltage across each MOSFET is Voc = Vs. of all the four
configurations of SMPSs, full bridge converter operates with minimum voltage and current stress
on the power MOSFET.It is therefore very popular for high power applications above
750 W.
The overall size of SMPSs is dependent on its operating frequency. Use of
power transistor is limited to approximately 40-50 KHz. Above this operating frequency power
MOSFETs are used up to about 200 KHz.


Comparison of SMPS with Conventional Power Supply:-

The main advantages of SMPSs over conventional linear power supplies are as under:
(i)
For the same power rating, SMPS is of smaller size, lighter in weight and possesses
higher efficiency because of its high frequency operation.
(ii)
SMPS is less sensitive to input voltage variations.
The disadvantages of SMPS are as under:(i)
SMPS has higher output ripple and its regulation is poor.

(ii)
(iii)

SMPS is a source of both electromagnetic and radio interference due to high frequency
switching.
Control of radio frequency noise requires the use of filters on both input and output of
SMPS.
[The advantages possessed by SMPSs, for their shortcomings. This is the reason for
their wide-spread popularity and growth.]



UPS (Block Diagram) Working:-

The ac power supplies are commonlyas standby sources for critical loadsandin applications
where normal ac supplies are not available. The standbypower supplies are also known as
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems.

Fig. 1(a): Load normally connected to AC Main Supply/Inverter

Fig.1 (b): Load normally connected to Inverter
Fig. 1: UPS Configurations
The configurations for commonly used in UPS areshown in Fig. 1 above. The load is normally
supplied from the ac main supply and the rectifier maintains the fullcharge of the battery. If the
supply fails, the load is switched to the output ofthe inverter, whichthen takes over main supply.
This configuration requires breaking the circuit momentarily and the transfer by a solid-state
switch usually takes. 4 to 5 ms.The switchover by a mechanical contactor may take 30 to 50
ms.The inverter runs only during thetime when the supply failure occurs.
The inverter in the configurationoperates continuously and itsoutput is connected to the load.
There isno need for breaking the supply in the event of supply failure.
The rectifiersupplies the inverter and maintains thecharge onthe standby battery. The inverter
can be used to condition thesupply tothe load, to protect the load from the transients in the main
supply and to maintain the load frequency at the desired value. Incase of inverter failure, the
loadis switched to the main supply.
The standby battery is normally either nickel – cadmium or lead-acid type. A nickel-cadmium
battery is preferable to a lead-acid battery. Because the electrolyte of a
Nickel-cadmiumBattery is noncorrosive and does not emit explosive gas. It hasa longer life due
to its ability to with-stand overheating or discharging. However its cost is at least three times that
of a lead-acid battery. (The ac power suppliescan be categorized into three types:
1. Switched-mode ac power supplies (SMPS)
2. Resonant ac power supplies (RPS)
3. Bidirectional ac power supplies (BPS))

(Applications of UPS:
There are severalapplications where even a temporary power failure can cause a great deal of
public inconvenienceleading to large economic losses. Examplesof such applications are major
computer installations, process control in chemical plants, safetymonitors, general
communication systems hospital intensive care units etc. For such critical load,
it is of paramount importance to provide an ups system so as to maintain the continuityof supply
in case of power outages/ failures)


Electronic Ballast:-

Now a days in place on using theconventional lamps and tubes, incandescentlamps,
sodiumvapour lamps and fluorescenttubes are being used. (In the domesticlighting applications
the incandescent lampand fluorescent tubes are being used increasing, whereas the sodium
vapour lamps areusedin street lighting applications. The incandescentlamps are less efficient than
the fluorescent lamps and they emit red light which is notvery comfortable). The fluorescent
lamps (tube light) emitwhite light but due to the use of chokein series with it, their efficiency is
still50 Hz operating frequency. The efficiency can be improved by eliminatingthe choke from the
system. This is doneby using an electronic ballast, the blockdiagram of which is as shown in fig
1.

Fig. 1: Electronic Ballast
The electronic ballast is basicallypower converter which uses ahigh frequencyinverter which
normally operates at a frequencywhich is in the order of 40 kHz. This willeliminate the need of
the choke and improve the efficiency. The dc supply required for the operation isderived from
theac supply by using anuncontrolled rectifier and filter. The dc supply can be obtained from a
batteryalso if the system is to be usedemergency supply,
The EMI filter used at the input ofthe rectifies will suppress my conducted EMI

due to the high switching frequency of theinverter. The advantages of the electronicballast are its
nigh efficiency and that itcan be used asan emergency power supply. (The disadvantages are the
distorted input current waveform, low input power factorand problem of conducted EMI)
 Power Factor Correction: (All the thyristorised AC-DC converters use natural commutation and phase angle control. The
ac supply current is distorted and lagsbehind the supply voltage. The non-sinusoidalnature of
supply current and poor inputpower factor are the major drawbacks ofthe thyristorised
converters.)
An ideal controlled converters should takea sinusoidal supply current at unity powerfactor,
whether it is rectifying or inverting. Such aconverter is possible to implementusing fast switching
devices such as MOSFET/ BJT or IGBT and using a control techniqueknown as pulse width
modulation (PWM).

Fig. 1: Single Phase Bridge PWM Converter
The basic circuit configuration of singlephase bridge pulse width modulation converters isshown
in fig. 1. A large filter capacitor C on the load side will maintain the DC load voltage constant
for short periods. (The waveforms shown in Fig. 2, explain the principle of operation for the
rectifying mode.) The supply voltageVs and supply currentis are in phase andthe supply current
is nearly a sinusoidal current. The PWM waveforms are formedby switching the power
transistors in anappropriate sequence. The presence of asignalat the base of a transistor will
onlyturn on the transistor if the currentdirection is appropriate. A reverse directed
current will flow in parallel diode. Whena current carrying transistor is turnedoff, the current will
divertthrough a diode.

Eg. If transistor Q1, or Q2 is turned offthen current is diverted through diodeD4 or D3respectively.
(Precaution must be taken to ensure that transistors Q1 and Q4 or Q2 and Q3
are not turned on simultaneously, otherwise the capacitor will be short circuited).
 Principle of Induction Heating: Induction heating operate is done by making use of eddy current loss and hence used for heating
metallic objects. Itoperates on the principle of ‘induction’ inorder to heat an electrically
conducting material. The material to be heated is known as the work piece and the coil wound
around it is known as work coil as shown in fig.1 (a). [The work coil will act as primary winding
and the work piece will act as short circuited secondary winding of a transformer.]

Fig.1 (a): Set-up for Induction Heating
Fig.1 (b): Eddy Current Flow in the Work Piece
Fig.1
When ahigh frequency ac voltage is appliedacross the work coil, a magnetizing current flows
through it.This will generate flux in thework piece and induce voltage into the work piece. Since
the work piece is closed onto itself, eddy current lows into it as shows infig 1(b). Due to the
finite resistance offeredby the work piece to the flow of the eddy current, thework piece will be
heated up. This induction heating is actuallyan eddy current heating.
The heat loss in the work piece is normallyconfinedto surface of the work piece dueto 'SKIN
EFFECT'. It is the tendency ofcurrent to get concentrated at the surface.
Skin effect is observed at higher frequenciesof operation,
Therefore as we go deeper into the work piece the eddy current reduces as shownin fig.2.

Fig. 2: Variation of the Current Density with the Distance from the Surface

As seen from fig2, the eddy currentdensity reduces in an exponential mannerwith increase in the
distance(x) from the surfaceof the work piece.


Principle of Dielectric Heating:-

Dielectric treating makes use of the dielectric loss in imperfect dielectric materials
and is therefore, suitable for heating non-metals. We know that the voltage developed across a
capacitor, when arc current I, at frequency f passes through it is given by,
V = (1 / j2πfc) I = - j (1 / 2πfc) I--------------------------------------(1)
The presence of -j in this expressionshows that the arc voltage across the capacitor
lags behind the current by 900, provided thecapacitor is an ideal. However at high frequencies
a practical capacitor can be represented bythe equivalent circuit shown in fig. 1(a),
Where c = rated value of the capacitance
Rp = equivalent parallel resistance
Rs = equivalent series resistance
Ls = equivalent series inductance

Fig. 1(a): Equivalent Circuit

Fig. 1(b): Phasor Diagram

Fig. 1
The phasor diagram shows that in a practical capacitor at high frequencies, the voltage across
capacitor lags behind the current phasor by an angle ɵ called the power factor angle which is less
than 900.The current can be resolved into two components, one in phase with the voltage and the
other at 900 with respect to voltage as shown in fig 1 (b).
IR = in phase component = I cosɵ
IC- quadrature component = I sinɵ
The angle (ծ = 900-ɵ) is called the loss angleand is a measure of the loss in the
capacitor. The dissipation factor D of the dielectric material of the capacitor is given by,
tan ծ =D= 2πfcRs ------------------------------- (2)
At low frequencies, tan ծ is small, givinglow dissipation. However at radio frequencies,tan ծ is
quite large, giving considerable dissipation across the capacitor. This dissipationloss can be
effectively utilized to heat thedielectric materials like wood, plastic etc.

By placing the same between two conductingelectrodes, giving rise to the capacitive effect.
This is the principle on which dielectric heating works.



Exercise:

Q.1Select the correct Alternative
1. For heating metals ......heating method is used.
a) dielectricb) inductionc) transformer d) resistor
2. The SMPS are superior to linear power supplies in respect of............
a) noise & cost b) efficiency & regulation c) regulation & noise d) size & efficiency
3. For heating non-metals.......................heating method is used.
a) gas
b) transformer c) induction d) dielectric
4. For heating nonmetals…………..heating method is used.
a)inductionb) dielectricc)transformerd) all of the above
Q. 2 Attempt any Two (Eight marks each)
1. With the help of block diagram explain the basic principles of SMPS. What are the
advantages and disadvantages of SMPS over linear voltage regulator?
2. With neat diagram explain the working of SMPS, give the advantages and
3. Explain the principle of induction heating and mention it’s any threeapplications.
4. With the help of block diagram explain the basic principle of SMPS.What are the advantages
of SMPS over linear voltage regulator? Alsomention disadvantages of it.
Q.3 Attempt any Four (Four marks each)
1. Explain the principle of dielectric heating.
2. Write short note on UPS.
3. With block diagram, explain the working of UPS system.
4. Give the principle of operation of induction heating.
5. Write any four applications of dielectric heating.
6. Write short note on SMPS.

